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Chapter 698 Intruders 

 

In the face of Dawoodar's Suppressing Fist, an attack in which Dawoodar had sacrificed almost a third of 

his life energy and put himself on the verge of death in order to carry it out, in front of a fist that had 

surpassed the barrier of a middle-leveled Martial Emperor and fully deserved the title of a high-level 

Martial Emperor full attack... Richard did not back down. 

 

*Showalaa* 

 

Just thinking about Richard burning his remaining life energy without counting, in the blink of an eye, 

the life energy of five million giants was burned at the same time. He did not take into account the strain 

that this would put on his lifeline, nor did he think for a moment about the hardships and years he spent 

collecting this energy 

 

*A little bit more... Just a little bit more..* Richard gave a big smile as he walked forward 

 

 The moment he had been waiting for so long was now in his sights, nothing could stop him now!! 

NOTHING!! 

 

But... 

 

*Whoosh..* 

 

Richard's fist collided with something and stopped. The powerful sound of the explosion and the 

splattering of blood that he had expected did not happen... Rather, it seemed as if his fist was like a 

pebble hitting a pool of mud, All the momentum he had gathered suddenly disappeared as if it was 

never there. 

 

*What...is this...?* Richard's mind stopped working for a moment. He saw a large palm blocking his fist. 

This palm belonged to a Nihari Giant. 

 



Did Dawoodar repel his attack so simply? Is Dawoodar even that strong? But by stopping it so suddenly, 

why didn't the shockwaves kill him? He was the most knowledgeable of people about the extent of the 

power he had amassed. How could he be stopped at all? And it happened with a palm made of flesh and 

blood?! 

 

Richard weakly raised his eyes to look into Dawoodar's eyes one last time, not to struggle or find 

solutions, but to curse him once or twice, he knew it was over, whoever could stop this attack could kill 

him like with a spit, 'Heh~ I failed then, it's alright at least I'll join my mother. I wonder if my father can 

get revenge on this monster... hehe, who am I fooling, of course, he can... He is Robin Burton.' 

 

"..Eh?!" When Richard raised his eyes, he did not see what he was waiting for. He did not see the old 

face of old Dawoodar looking at him with hatred and a victorious smile, nor did he see death 

approaching. 

 

Rather, he saw another giant looking at him from the side of his eye, smiling... That giant has long, thick 

hair with blue strands, his face is clean-shaven, and his features are sharp and strong. He appears to be 

in his early thirties. 

 

His body is full of muscles, but they are not huge and explosive like Dawoodar, but rather symmetrical 

muscles that add to his beauty and prestige, so eloquent that they seem as if they were drawn with a 

pen. This is the first time Richard has seen this kind of muscular coordination on a giant, and what is 

strange is that he is even taller than Dawoodar! 
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His body is full of muscles, but they are not huge and explosive like Dawoodar, but rather symmetrical 

muscles that add to his beauty and prestige, so eloquent that they seem as if they were drawn with a 

pen. This is the first time Richard has seen this kind of muscular coordination on a giant, and what is 

strange is that he is even taller than Dawoodar! 

 

"Haha oh my, oh my~ My arm feels numb, that was a good punch for a little cub who is barely fifty!" 

That giant finally opened his mouth and laughed in Richard's face with a pure smile, then looked to his 

right at Dawoodar, with his brows furrowed slightly as if he were about to rebuke a student, "I don't 

want to be the bringer of bad news here, but I tested your fist and his. If I hadn't shown up, he would 

have blown your arm and lower jaw off with this attack, you have to be more careful in choosing your 

opponents, little brother, this is not good for your health!" 



 

After these words, the giant relaxed his palms and then gently pushed the two fists back. This gentle 

push was enough to throw Richard and Dawoodar backward more than twenty meters. 

 

*Silence* 

 

Putting aside Salidar's screams, a deep silence descended on the place again. Everyone who had some 

time left turned their attention to this new intruder. 

 

The Human Emperors for the first time felt terrified, until this moment they believed that even if they 

did not win, they could escape easily, but after seeing that giant stop the final attack of Richard and 

Dawoodar like this... Who could escape from an entity like this?! 

 

In return, the remainder of the tribe's army cheered vigorously! 

 

"HA, WE ARE SAVED!" 

 

"Haha I knew they wouldn't leave us, I knew the support was coming!" 

 

"Kill them! Kill them all!!" 

 

The Human Martial Emperors took a few steps back in front of these cheers, for them there was no 

longer a fight, they should think of an opportunity to take Richard and Peon and get out of there!! 

 

 The remaining Martial Emperors of the giants felt for a moment that their savior hero had arrived and 

they almost shouted out loud as well, but they quickly silenced themselves for two reasons.... One is 

that they do not know who that giant is, and the second is how the giant deals with Richard and 

Dawoodar as if they were equal in his eyes. 

 

Between the fear of the Human Martial Emperors, the joy of what remained of the Giant Army, and the 

anticipation of the Giant Martial Emperors... The atmosphere between the three individuals in the 

middle of the city was even heavier. 



 

*PAA* 

 

Dawoodar fell on his back and could no longer stand. The dark red glow around him disappeared and his 

aura became like that of a mortal. His facial features were no longer visible due to the wrinkles, he had 

to close his eyes tightly like an old man just to see the new arrival... The great Leader Dawoodar, the 

person who can shake the earth wherever he goes, even some cold can kill him now. 

 

 That attack destroyed what remained of Dawoodar's reserve of life energy. He only retained enough to 

see Richard dead and eat something from his body to feel the pleasure of revenge... 

 

"You... This power... These specifications... are you... that person in the mountains..?" His voice also 

became weak and distorted, like an old man whose hour was approaching 

 

*ROOAAAARR* 

 

*Baam* *Baam* 

 

At this moment, a shadow appeared in the sky, blocking the dawn light, and attracting all eyes toward it 

 

 It was the shadow of a huge winged beast, dark blue in color, with a huge head containing a huge jaw 

that seemed to be able to tear apart anything in existence, and a long tail full of bumps as if they were 

blades, its length from the jaw to the tip of its tail was no less than sixty meters, with every stroke of its 

huge wings the air under him explodes 

 

*Swoosh* *Boom* 

 

The beast landed on what remained of the city wall on its massive hind legs, then extended its winged 

arms, "ROOAAAARRRR" This one roar brought thousands of experienced giant soldiers to their knees 

and forced the Martial Emperors of both sides to take a few steps back 

 

"...Is that a fucking Dragon?!" 


